‘You must answer in the form of a question!’

Saturday 1st October | Art Licks Weekend | 3 pm

ASC Gallery
The Chaplin Centre, Taplow House, Thurlow Street
London, SE17 2DG UK

You must answer in the form of a question! is an afternoon of performances and hazardous dialogue involving a selection of the artists around the ‘Say what?’ exhibition at ASC Gallery, London. The event will take the shape of a shifting and informal sequence of incidents, exploring the premises of the exhibition and articulating a very unsettled and performative conversation among the artists involved.

Live performances:

Always carry your keys in your pocket.
A reading with images, by Rowena Harris
James Prevett - ‘Bunion Blues’
Emily Rosamond – Green Screen Piece
Printer Poem I + II
An attempt of printing with language by Madalina Zaharia (in collaboration with her home printer Epson Stylus Office B1100)

Film Screening:

Thought Forms Thought by Kit Craig, 2015
HD video, 17 mins 52 sec (looped)